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Bukepha-Group
Who we are
In her professional career, business graduate
Martina Zimmermann has contributed her knowledge and skills as a global consultant to various
renowned business consultancies for many years,
and thus has been able to acquire profound and
comprehensive insight into good as well as poor
leadership. In her assignment as a member of the
European management team – forming a management body of an Anglo-American business consultancy group – for more than seven years, she was
able to gain valuable experience as an executive
manager herself. And it is nothing less than this
wealth of experience which forms the basis for the
vision, mission, and values of Bukepha, the
company that Martina Zimmermann founded in
2009. Bukepha specializes in equine assisted
personal and leadership development. "The
inspiration for this was not least my very personal
experience as I, in search of my inner balance,
happened to find most precious 'mentors' in my
horses.", she remembers. Now, eight years later,
and with the commencement of professional
training programs, Bukepha has developed to
Bukepha Group – an international association of
like-minded, professional coaches who uncompromisingly comply with the premium quality standards
of Bukepha.

Welcome to Bukepha Group

What we stand for

Thank you for your interest in the Bukepha Group training program.
I very much look forward to multiplying the wealth of experience I have been able
to gain in the past twelve years of my professional equine assisted personal and
leadership development assignments: As of 2017, you may participate in the
unique training program I have composed, which leaves nothing to be desired
indeed, and makes you fit for your own way towards establishing this business
area as well as shaping your future and success.
For me, working with horses and people is very fulfilling and meaningful. Maybe
you also wish to set out, to pursue and discover this wealth for yourself, and to
use it professionally?
Well, then enjoy reading our training magazine.

The Bukepha Group uses the traditional wealth of
knowledge of the very special personality and
character traits of horses as a mirror for charisma,
authenticity, presence, and visibility as well as for
leadership qualities. Our equine assisted coaching
and training programs allow managers, executives,
and leaders to take a retreat for contemplation,
undisturbed by the hustle and bustle of day-to-day
life, in order to discover and sustainably awaken
their dormant potentials by experiencing true
leadership up close, and with all their senses.

» For millennia, all great
leaders have learnt
intelligent leadership
by interacting and
dealing with their horses.
Fritz Hendrich
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INSPIRING
OUR TRAINING PROGRAM

Our Training Program
Are you ready to start your training?
As we attach significant value to the quality of our training programs, it is vital
for us to ensure that our group of participants embraces the spectrum of a
relatively homogeneous knowledge and experience background. With this
selection we want to assure that a uniformly high level of education and training
will be guaranteed for all participants alike and, by the same token, an adequate
basis for the successful application of all training contents acquired, in compliance with the Bukepha Group philosophy, will be sustainably provided for.

THINGS

you should bring along

1

 ou wish
Y
to empower
people

Most people who wish
to develop and unfold
further do not lack
knowledge, but rather
access to themselves
and to their inherent, yet
still dormant potentials.
We will be your companions as well as your
sources of inspiration,
enabling you to unfold
from your own midst,
your innermost being,
and (re)gain your natural,
original strength. Well,
and if this is what you
enjoy doing, then we
will be exactly the right
partners for you.

2

3

Ideally, you have
worked in a leadership/
management position in
a company, or you
generally have to deal
with managers, leaders,
executives in your
professional environment. If this is not particularly the case,
you should at least be
familiar with the challenges of instructing
people and guiding
teams, also in areas (of
life) other than the
economy or business.

Maybe you have
always had a passion
for horses, or maybe you
have discovered it just
lately.
It is of less concern how
intensively you have
dealt with horses so far,
but rather that you feel
a profound affinity for
them. However, you
should have some
experience with horses
nevertheless. And all
further knowledge you
will intensively learn
and acquire in our
professional training
program.

	You have got
leadership
experience

	You have got
a passion for
horses

4

	You have got
the ability of
self-reflection

This, for instance, means
being able to step back,
in order to be there for
your individual customer
100 %. However, this
does not mean to
"lose yourself", but to
be present with all your
senses, and to recognize
promptly what might be
mere projections of
yourself. It means to
know and to respect your
own limitations. It means
to set limits. And it
means putting particular
situations into context, as
opposed to interpreting
them as relating to or
targeted against yourself.

We will reflect and take a closer at all these prerequisites in a one-to-one conversation. If, as a result of our mutual assessment of your
level of knowledge and/or experience, you would be required to cover particular areas of learning prior to commencing our professional
training program, we will be pleased to provide you with recommendations how to acquire this knowledge and/or experience. Moreover,
it would be beneficial, if you had already done a Reiss Profile (i.e. a scientific tool for personality diagnostics developed by Professor
Dr. Steven Reiss). If this is not the case, we will be pleased to offer it to you.

We should get
to know each
other, if …
… y ou wish and intend to work as a freelance,
equine assisted leadership coach/trainer
… y ou are a personnel developer and plan to
integrate equine assisted leadership coaching/
training approaches in your company, and/or
intend to establish a second, professional
mainstay in addition to your employment
relationship
… y ou want to complement your existing consultation/coaching services with the spectrum of
equine assisted coaching/training approaches
… y ou have found your calling and vocation,
and fulfil all admission prerequisites
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INSPIRING
OUR TRAINING PROGRAM

Equine Assisted Leadership
Coaching/Training –
a Lucrative Market in
the Future as well?
Equine assisted coaching/training – as an experience-oriented path of learning for managers,
executives, and leaders – has successfully established itself in the market arena. The findings and
insights from the scientific field of brain research,
that a most efficient and sustainable learning
experience may be achieved, once all human
senses are involved and an interaction of activation,
emotion, experience, as well as reflection is safeguarded, are widely recognized nowadays. It is not
least for this reason that equine assisted coaching/
training is becoming increasingly "socially acceptable" for and popular with leadership personnel,
and thus an interesting and attractive experimental
field for experiencing leadership. According to
various market research studies there is a major
shift in the corporate world away from standardized
coaching/training programs to an individualized and
demand-focused support and development of
leadership personnel. This very trend has a most
positive impact on the entire spectrum of coaching
and training offers.
For good reason, we have titled our training magazine "senses". Leading with all your senses, conveying "sense" and meaning, being able to "sense"
and reflect the essential, doing or leaving things
with "sense and sensibility" is becoming more and
more crucial for the success of leadership personnel, in particular in this age of digitalization.
A distinct feeling for situations, the so-called
"seventh sense" or, in other words, your intuition
will be your new starting point for all situationdependent and -related actions and operations,
beyond those well-trodden paths of the past. In
order to achieve this, leadership personnel are

called upon to unfold and develop into leadership
personalities. Better than in other coaching and
training approaches, equine assisted coaching/
training efficiently promotes this process of
personal development and maturity in terms of
social and emotional competencies. And this is yet
another reason for the favourable trend and
potential of this area of business.
Due to the fact that corporate education and
training budgets allow for adequate remuneration,
the business segment of leadership/management
training offers financially lucrative opportunities
(which may not be realized with private customers
who often cannot or do not want to afford these
amounts), aside from its positive development in
the market.
However, the access to the market predominantly
depends on the clear positioning and the professionality of your service offer. Leadership personnel represent a demanding target group with very
specific requirements, especially as far as the
transfer of experience to day-to-day professional
life and occupational routines is concerned. This in
turn requires specialized know-how and expertise
in target customer approach and acquisition alike.
It is furthermore essential to meet leadership
personnel at eye level in coaching and training
interactions in order to create a sound basis of
mutual trust and acceptance, as a vital prerequisite for successful interventions and support.
The training program of the Bukepha Group has
been tailored to meet precisely these requirements
with the prime objective to enable you to acquire
these competencies and skills as well as to apply
and use them in a confident manner.

Our 7 Training Principles
	the equine assisted training program of the
Bukepha Group bases on systemic principles
and a humanistic view, i.e. a humanistic
conception of man
	competencies are developed focusedly and
continuously in attendance seminars, alternating with self-studies, individually elaborated
compositions as well as regular reflection
sessions via skype or telephone over a time
period of 15 months
	comprehensive visual materials, illustrating
real-life coaching/training contexts and
situations – by means of videos, pictures/
photos, case studies, and experience reports
of customers –, are employed for better
illustration and transfer of knowledge

	the paths of education and learning are
practice-focused, experience-oriented,
and experiential
	all practical application is substantiated by
diverse scientific background information,
recent studies, comprehensive literature
recommendations as well as inspiring
impulse presentations and lectures
	step-by-step introduction of/instruction
on practical application of seminar contents
with actual customers
	qualified expert feedback on the impact
one has and the impression one makes
on others for further personal development
and a confident interaction with as well as
a professional handling of customers
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small groups

brand utilization

quality guarantee

Participation is limited to a
maximum of four persons in
order to ensure your best
possible individual support and
development. "Quality over
quantity", that's our creed.

You build on the renowned brand
commitment of the Bukepha
Group as well as on a high degree
of recognition in the business
sector. This allows you to profit of
a well-established reputation and
to build upon a sound foundation
right from the start.

Our certification criteria, i.e. the
strict admission prerequisites as
well as our demanding training
program and final examination,
represent a clear quality commitment which, in turn, ensures the
uniformly high standards of all
members of the Bukepha Group.

More Than Just a Training Program
It is our declared goal indeed that this is more than
just a training program. We wish for you to be
successful. Continuously and sustainably successful. And for this particular reason, we have designed
our training programs in such a manner that you will
not only gain confidence and acquire the professional background for your equine assisted coaching/training assignments, due to the comprehensive
and profound contents of our training programs, you
will furthermore feel comfortable and prepared, yes
"saddle-fast", for marketing yourself and your
service offer. We thus place great emphasis and high
priority on the key topic "Business Segment Development " for the entire term of the training period.
We support you with a great variety of methods and
approaches to create and compile your individual
and tailor-made "business package" – starting with
the initial positioning of your company to customer
approach and contact as well as customer acquisition. You will be able to profit of the comprehensive
experience I have been able to gather in the course
of developing and implementing my ideas and
visions of equine assisted coaching/training as well
as of the proven and long-standing expertise I have
gained in my career as a corporate consultant. You
will thus be provided with tips and tricks, and be
made aware of potential stumbling blocks. Even
after your successfully completed training program,
I will remain by your side in terms of business- and/
or content-related topics, as per your request and

training participants’
empowerment

"turnkey" market appearance +
business development support

You will be offered a variety of
learning arenas advancing your
personal development. We are
sincerely committed to provide
you with our best possible
support, enabling you to unfold
and cultivate your self-confidence
and self-awareness for all aspects of your work, including all
your business set-up activities.

We will support and promote
you towards successfully
positioning and marketing
yourself. Moreover, you will be
able to base and build all your
business operations upon the
"turnkey" market appearance of
the Bukepha Group.

innovative franchise model
After completing our training
program you will be ready to go
immediately. Our comprehensive
business package – including a
website, brochures, program
flyers, etc. – makes this possible.
The franchise fee covers all
expenses required for establishing a foundation and starting
point, and allows you financial
freedom and flexibility.

demand. And this indeed allows for a smooth
transition from the training context into your new,
independent and successful working life. Basing on
our franchise concept, you will furthermore be
equipped with all features and necessities which, in
case of conventional, initial business start-up
stages, frequently have to be "started on a greenfield" or developed "from scratch", and require a
considerable amount of time, money, and energy.
Well, and for you it's just "GO!".
Another significant advantage for you is that you
will be part of the Bukepha Group, a network which
distinguishes itself by an exceptionally cooperative,
yes even family-like character and atmosphere.
This means, you will not be left to fend for yourself
like a "lone warrior", you will rather belong a group
of like-minded, professional partners. This not only
facilitates a lively exchange of experience and
knowledge, but also promotes uncomplicated
cooperation and support, in case a particular
situation may require this. Aside from your own
business activities, this may also entail in mutually
utilizing and balancing available capacities.
And last but not least, we do care about your
personal empowerment. It is our wish that you will
be empowered to walk your way successfully and
joyfully. For this reason, you will enjoy and benefit
from feedback, reflections, and impulses, intended
to help unfold and cultivate your self-confidence for
your individual path of life.
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ADDED VALUE

More Than Just Training Materials

the
Bukepha Group

"tool box"
for practical use

Bukepha Group Training Folder
At the start of our training program, you will
receive a training folder in which you can compile
all relevant key topic information and details you
will successively be provided with. Apart from this,
you may use it as a kind of learning diary and
record your own insights and experiences.

Do you also believe
in the power of small teams?
This is probably unique in the entire equine assisted
coaching/training market: we have decided to limit
participation to a maximum of four persons. From
my experience – also with regards to my coaching
and training interactions with customer teams –, this
team size has proved to be most beneficial as far as
individual attention for and response to each
participant are concerned, as well as to ensure and
allow for sufficient time in their personal contact
with their horse partners. This exclusiveness promotes an optimum and the very best of interaction,
allowing each individual team member a wealth of
learning experiences – with her-/himself, with the

horses, and with the other team members. And it is
this exclusiveness in particular which safeguards
the quality commitment of the Bukepha Group.
Moreover, the small team size very quickly creates a
climate of trust and confidence, contributing to
everybody’s feeling comfortable and relaxed, and
thus being able to approach and involve in experiments and new learning experiences without any
hesitation or reservation.
The individual team members grow into a strong
community – they join together to support and
inspire each other, even above and beyond their
training periods.

Bukepha Group Moderation Cards
We have documented more than 50 exercises and
learning paths on our moderation cards. They may
be used as little "memory hooks" in the course of
coaching/training sessions, as they, for instance,
provide information on adequate customer briefings, sample questions for reflection, as well as
what to consider and be attentive to. Our moderation cards are structured as a modular system and
classified by topics. They may be used in a very

flexible manner, like a "building block system", in
order to "customize" the structure and process of
a coaching/training assignment as per your
specifications and requirements.
Bukepha Group Leadership Magazine
You may use this very appealing and proven
marketing tool already in the course of your
training program to inform potential customers
and/or friends and acquaintances on your new
business area of equine assisted leadership
coaching/training.
Bukepha Group Digital Platform with
Comprehensive Materials and Templates
For your convenience, you may download all
training materials you receive in the course of your
training program from our Bukepha Group library.

Your Training Investment
We look forward to meeting you in person and informing you on the cost of
our training offer. Furthermore, we will be pleased to present various financial
models we have designed for your convenience to you.

GO!
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4 days

Homework Assignment
Attendance
Seminar
2nd quarter



Self-Studies, Literature, Skype + Telephoning
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Homework Assignment
Attendance
Seminar
3rd quarter

Self-Studies, Literature, Skype + Telephoning
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Homework Assignment

Self-Studies, Literature, Skype + Telephoning

Attendance
Seminar
4th quarter







Bukepha Group

• history
• philosophy
• concept/mission statement
• symbols/metaphors/images
• logo / CI
• company
• references
MARIA MAIER
• future

Coaching Basics

• humanistic conception
of man
• systemic understanding/
thinking basics
• comfort zone
• mindfulness
• constructivism
• feedback
BUKEPHAGROUP
Horsepower to Empower Leadership• order/assignment clarification
• coaching process
Bulgaria
• transfer

3 days



















Our final examination will be divided in a theoretical and in a practical part.
The practical part will be performed with "real" customers.

LICENCE AWARD – "Equine Assisted Leadership Coach" of Bukepha Group

Supervision
Advanced Training Options – "Train the Trainer"

B UKEPHAGROUP
Horsepower
to Empower Leadership

All About Horses

• herd psychology
• horse behavior + conduct
• senses + perception
BukephaGroup
• horses as a mirror
Horsepower
• "reading"
horses
to Empower
Leadership
• handling/interaction + safety
• systemic view/approach
• protection of horses
• limitations in the work/
interaction with horses

BukephaGroup
Horsepower to Empower Leadership
Bulgaria

All About Coaches

• perception + presence
• body-centered work/approach
• recognizing personal patterns
• responsibility
• confidence + trust
• from your own midst,
your inner self
• energetic principles
• systemic view/approach
• cleansing/purifying rituals

All About Leadership + 

Leaders
• understanding/philosophy
of leadership
• leadership roles
• leadership bionics (herd
of horses)
• legitimation of leadership
• leadership personality
• non-verbal aspects
• typical areas of learning for
leadership personnel
• tips for dealing/interacting
with leadership personnel
• tried + tested transfer paths

Learning Paths for

Individual Coaching
• step-by-step introduction
to + guidance towards
the horse
• "reading" as a first encounter
• recognizing mental patterns
• proven exercises + tools
• efficient stimulation
• types of intervention
• creating spaces of
opportunity + potential
• dealing with failure
• the art of letting it
happen + letting go

Learning Paths for Teams 
• step-by-step introduction to
+ guidance towards the horse
• team dynamics
• protected/sheltered space
for team members
• rules of instruction for giving
feedback
• dealing with vulnerability
• proven exercises + tools
• efficient stimulation
• types of intervention
• ways towards team
development/building

Business Segment

Development
• personal USP
(= unique selling proposition)
• business model development
• marketing activities
• customer acquisition
processes
• sales argumentation,
selling proposition
• remuneration + negotiation
• customer retention processes
• commercial issues + insurance
• stumbling blocks + tips

Programs

• personality + leadership
success
• strengthening your
personality
• mindfulness as a key to
greater success
• emotionality in change
projects
• successful team work
• the power of thought
• value-based leadership
• further examples/cases
• creating individual programs

4 days

Examination

Horsepower
to Empower Leadership

Our Key Topics
Business
Segment
Development


All About
Coaches




Learning Paths
for Teams


All About
Horses




All About
Leadership +
Leaders

Learning Paths
for Individual
Coaching


Coaching
Basics


Attendance
Seminar
1st quarter

Bukepha
Group


Key Topics

Training Program

Horsepower
to Empower Leadership

B U K EPH A
G RO U P
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Ready to go
OUR FRANCHISE CONCEPT

Our Franchise Concept
and Your Benefits
YOUR BENEFITS

OUR SERVICE OFFER

You'll be all set and ready to go

Your "all-round carefree package"
For the utilization of the Bukepha Group franchise
package, we charge an annual, predefined franchise
fee. We will be pleased to provide further details to
you in a personal meeting.

 none of the conventional start-up investments
for professionally establishing your own
business sector, i.e. website, logo, corporate
identity, business cards, programs, etc.
 a strong network of like-minded and uniformly
qualified, professional colleagues offering
exchange of experience and knowledge as
well as cooperation and support
 a well-established brand forming the sound
foundation for your business activities
 a clear and unambiguous positioning as well as
a determined separation of the equine assisted
leadership coaching sector within the framework of Bukepha Group from other, own business areas as, for instance, business coaching
 consultation, support, and supervision

Logo / CI
logo, business card, letterhead, various
templates for offers, invoices, PowerPoint
presentations, stamp/seal etc.
Website
own web presence under the umbrella of the
official Bukepha Group website – high ranking
guaranteed due to Bukepha Group search
engine optimization (SEO) strategies
Marketing Materials
practice-proven text modules, Bukepha Group
brochure, Bukepha Group leadership magazine,
flyer for all existing training programs, argumentation guidelines for sales talks/negotiations etc.
Network
annual Bukepha Group network meeting for
further/advanced training and exchange of
experiences – cultivation of relationships,
case studies, latest developments, mutual
inspiration, tips and tricks
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INTERESTED?
BASIS FOR CONVERSATION

BU K E P H A

BUKEPHA
GR O U P
Equine Assisted Leadership Coach Training Program
Horsepower
to Empower Leadership

BU K E P H AGR O U P
Horsepower
to Empower Leadership

Horsepower
to Empower Leadership

Are you ready
to start your training?

B U K EPH A
G RO U P

Have we aroused
your interest?
Then please
contact us.

Let's get together and find out.
The following questions shall help your self-assessment and prepare you for our meeting.

BukephaGroup

Horsepower
	
Why are you interested in our training program? And why especially at this time? to Empower Leadership

MARIA MAIER
BUKEPHAGROUP

We are looking forward to your call.

Horsepower to Empower Leadership
Bulgaria

	
Which of the four prerequisites, as outlined on page 4, do you fulfil?
How comprehensive are your experiences in particular?



BukephaGroup
Horsepower to Empower Leadership
Bulgaria

cell
B U K EPH A G RO U P
+49 (0)1520 3617858
Horsepower to Empower Leadership
Bulgaria

What would you like to know from us?

first name, last name

telephone

e-Mail

All information and personal data shall be provided on a voluntary basis, and be treated strictly confidential.

Of course, you may also contact us by e-mail,
and either use the questionnaire to the left, or
just send us your answers.
martina.zimmermann@bukepha.de

Martina Zimmermann
Coach / Counselor
Bukepha Group Founder
business…
• independent coach/counselor for people with
leadership responsibilities for more than ten
years
• corporate consultant assigned to diverse
national and international projects for more
than fifteen years
• comprehensive and profound
international leadership experience
in top management positions
• business graduate, systemic training, EFQM
Assessor, Reiss Profile Master, systemic
structural constellations in organizations,
various other advanced training programs in
St. Gallen (Switzerland), and with graduate
business school INSEAD among others
horses…
• discovered her passion for horses as an
adolescent in the South of France where she
also learned how to handle horses and how
to ride
• started her equine assisted approaches within
the framework of her own coaching/training
programs in 2004 – founded Bukepha in 2009 –
expanded Bukepha to Bukepha Group in 2017
• advanced trainings with GaWaNi Pony Boy,
Hans-Jürgen Neuhauser, Frédéric Pignon etc.
• various intensive workshops for several
weeks with Linda Kohanov in Arizona, USA
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GO!
Start into your future
with Bukepha Group.
We look forward to you
as our new partner.
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BukephaGroup
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MARIA MAIER
BUKEPHAGROUP

Horsepower to Empower Leadership
Bulgaria

BukephaGroup
Horsepower to Empower Leadership
Bulgaria

For more details and further information, please refer to
www.bukepha-group.de
Bukepha Group | Professional, Equine Assisted Leadership and Personality Development
Horsepower to Empower Leadership
Martina Zimmermann | cell +49 (0)1520 3617858 | telefax +49 (0)8062 729651
martina.zimmermann@bukepha.de | www.bukepha-group.de

